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abstract

Japanese wad prucessa. cr the cvmputer rated in Japaz employs, input method through keyboard vole

canbinxIwith Kay Ohmetic) character b Kaiji (ickogrcphi4 Chime) cirraier aynersiattedsvlogy. .71r key

fret►. of Karkto-Kanji co► tersion technology is how to rase the wary cfthe cantersicn hough the hamo-

phae pvcwsirg we hate so many homcplvnes kits pcpet., we sprat the mass cf our Karr-taKayi

canersicn experiments which embo* dr homcialme processing using catnsite colloartion daft It is shown that

ciprzimately 135,000 °goo:0m dai2yields 9.1 %rnise cfie amtersicn axunory ccmparedwith the protoope

.Dstan which ha rro collocatiatcbta

1. Introduction
Japanese word processor cr the computer used in Japan orrinanly employ the Japanese input method through kLyboard strobe combined

with Kana (phonetic) to Kanji (ideographic, Chinese) character conversion tedixiogy, because no exttatechi plogy such as the flee hand

charader recognition or the speech recogrition is required. The Kana4o-Kanji conversion is perfonned by the morphological analysis an

the input Kana string with no space between words. Wad- or phrase-segmentation is carried ort by the analysis to decide the substing of

fir input to be converted fromKana to Kanji. Kara-Kanji mixed string, which is the ordinary form ofJapanese written text is obtained as

the final result. The major issue ofthis techrology lies in raising the a:curacy ofthe segmentation and the horn:phone prooesing to select

the most poperKanji among many hornopluic candidates.

The conventional methodology for Foca:sing the homophare has used the function to give de first ptiotity to the wad which was used

lastly or to the vvord wlich is used most frequently. In fict, this method is effective in some situations, but axnegimes teals to output the

inadequate conversio' n result due to the lack ofconsideration on the semantic consistency ofthe cotrumence ofwards. While it is difficuk

to employ the syntactic or semantic processing in earnest for the wad processor flan the cost vs. perfamance viewpoints, the following

trials to imptove the conversion acanacy have been reported: Employing the case frame to check the smartie consistency of combination

ofwords [Oshima, Y. et a1,1986], Examining the consistency ofthe concumznce of adjacent wads [Hon m, S. et a1,1986], Employing

the neural net ovo& to descrix the consistency *Idle concurrence ofwords [Kobayashi,T. et a1,19921 Making a comurrence dictionary

for the specific topic or field, ani giving the priority to the weld which is in tie dictionaty in case the keyvvrid appropriate to the topic is

detected in the input [Yamamoto, K. et al, 1992], Emptying the validity of the ancunence of a noun and a verb vvlidi is calculated

statistically [Takahasli, M et al, 19961 In any ofthle studies, where  the main concern is to examine tbe consistency ofword commence

in tie input there are many pv3blems left unsoived

Besides these semartic or quasi-semantic *gets, there seems to be the room forte involvement by using word level nesources, min*,

by the extensive use ofthe collocation, reasrent combination ofwards wlich co-ocair mote oftim than epected by than:v.. How many

collocations should be collected and how muchthey contrioutetothe acancy ofKana-to-Kanji conversion have not been teported yet.

In this paper, Ae present same resuks ofcur experiments afKanato-Kanji conversion, foaling on the ugge ofthe latge scale collocation
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data In chapter 2, descriptions cite collocations used in our system and their classification ate given. In dyer 3, the technological

&mem& of our Kana.to-ICanji conversion systems is outlined In chapter 4, the method and the resuks cf The experiments are given

along with some disassions. In chapter 5, cotriuring remarks are given

2. Collocation Data
Contrary to the recent works on the atonic extnction of collocations from large corpus [Hama, S. et al, 1986, Church, K W, et al,

1990, Ikehara, S. et al, 1996, etc.1 our data have been collected manually firoughtir idensive investigation ofvarious texts, putting years

in it This is because no stochastic framework assures the acanacy oftlx extraction, namely the necessity and sufficiency ofthe data set.

The sparseness problem ofthe expression seems quite coral for The stochastic approach. hi addition, the validity check ofthe individual

egression by Imman is inevitable in any way.

The collocations which me collected tir our Kana.to-Kanji conviction system consist oftwo kinds: (1) idiomatic accessions (m a bred

sense), whose meanings seem to be difficuk to compose from the typical meaning ofthe individual comporrent words [Shido, K et al,

19881(2) stereotypical evesions ( in abroad sense) in wlich the commerce ofcomponent words is wen in the texts with high fie-

query. The collocations are also classified into two dasses by a grammatical criterion; one is a dass offunctional collocations,

work as 1mctional (or depended) yields such as particles (postpositionals) cc auxiliary vabss the ctheris a dass ofaxaceptual collocations

which work as independent words arch. as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc. The latter is further claszified into two kinds: unintau

twirl* collocations, whose commence relationship ofwords are so strong that they can be deak with as single-words, and interrupd3le

collocations, which occasionally allow insertion of words between component words. In the following, the parenthesized number is the

number of 	 adopted by the system.

2.1 Functional Collocations (2,174) .
We call the expression which vvvrks lice a partide reiationsi collocation and the expression which walks him an arxiliary vetb at the aid

ofthe predicate smarmy ptediadive collocaticn [Shudo, K et al ,1980].

Manorial collocations (760)

ex..	 NZ	 rte (that)

Izytitt	 rikkeru (at)

11J Z.:	 taltokotak (eventhough)

tataNG	 mcnochkra (because)

auxiliary predicative collocations (1,414)

ex.. Iftittr.64.0 rtherekinzarri (must)

11:4 • WA • mitriturntri (be obliged to)

141/ UttS1 •	 kitno/simai (might)

2.2 Unin' terruptthle Conceptual Collocations (54,290)

kur-Kanji-compound type (2,231)

ex. REB31*	 grdeninsui (every miler draws vvaterto his own mill)

sarraiichigtai ( widen (cwortunity))
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adverb + particle type (3,089)

ex ez.- St-±	 atafittab (disconcertedly)

iaAzir".	 kinkirri (m the nwr fiature)

adverb + suru type (1,043)

ec.	 < < tZ	 alanaiusuru (toil and moil)

r4)-) < 1.)""	 yukkeisuni (relax)

nctai type (21,128)

ex rFOY10..A
	

afarolanin (perfect granger)

greni,	 fuksavinemmi (rat in a tap)

veld) type (13,225)

ex to'D bit3a
	

otsuriga/kum (be enough to mak fir change)

—10/MLZ
	

hibtem (take abftek)

adjective tyix (2,394)

ex. 1PM
	

tergansie Onownfill)

M'D •	 abunakkoi (fattY)

alective verb type (397)

ex figgelgitY)	 gokienlrin2me (n a bad mood)

tatAfflp -	 oatsuraemuki (ft perfectly)

adverb and otbstype (8,185)

ex 1:1I	 "C	 meremiete (remarkably)

ItZbYKUN	 ncruks/srula (at all risks)

provab type (2,598)

cx gt vCIVT-1Z:St.A. cikirekoreshiber (when old, cbey your children)

/AO= vt:GCi	 umcminiminilnenixitsu (a nod is as good as a wink to ablind fuse)

2.3 Interruptible Conceptual Collocations (78,251)

turn type (7,627)

ex	 :4041
	

thentiluckosi (to catch the wind with a net)

MAN:A
	

kusrimoncrefuta (to hush up a scandal)

yob type (64,087)

ex	 Ittik ushiroganiwohlweru (*el as ifone's taut were left behind)

k*/*-3
	

ashiwaanzu (wash aids hands ofa ding)

adjective type (3,61'7)

ex 1t •
	

taicbga/ookii (act in a lordly manner)

ISOM
	

maksattnai ( be off god)

adjective verb type (2,018)

ex tillbth	 jciaisivgaine (be more able)

Ja4691;:fli
	

keiseigafiri (the situation is agiinst)

others (902)
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ex. Vid ilteb	 atcrehikenu (can not give up)

1111R1 Z/fitbta	 masiviainknivriu (unreasonable)

These collocations are not traded as single units but stored in the dependency file ofthe systems which presate semantically tte validity
ofthe commence ofvvords.

3. Kana-to-Kanji Conversion Systems

We developed four different Kana4o-Kanji conversion systems, phasing in the collocation data described in 2. The tedinological frame-

work ofthe system. is bawd on the theadical model, bunsetsu and extended brmsetsu (e-hmsetsu) [Sludo K et al, 1980] adopted as

the unit ofthe segmentation ofthe input Kam string anti on its heuristic method, minimum cost method [Yoshinua,K. et a1,1987]

based on a breadth first seaith algorithm for the reduction ofthe ambiguity cite segmentation.

A	 suiswelllvell lmown basic postpositional or precicative phrase which composes Japanese sentence defined as follows:

<bunsetsu>:..-= <comeptual word I numeral formal noun *ciliary dedinable word I prefix) 	 I pe-numetal I post	 al

<functional ward>*

<fiinctional wall>::= <panicle I auxilky verb>.

An e-bunsetsu is defined as follows:

<etunsetsu>::= <prefix>* <conceptual word junintenuptible conceptual collocation> suffix>*

<film/lona' Avid I functional collocation>*

Generally, e4xinsetsu is longer than bunsetsu, since it may include the collocation. More refined rules of the cormtability of wads to

compose the bunsetsu and e .bi.msetsu are used in the segmentation process. TheirtaTuptrble conceptual collocation is rot trated as a

single unit but a strim ofbunsetsus bythe segmentation process. Each collocation in the dictionary which is composed ofmukiple rumber

ofbunsetsus is madzed with theboundary between binsetsus. The system first tries to segnert the input Kana ming into ebunsetsus, and

then segments it into bunsetsus. Every possible segmentation is evaluated by its cost..A segmentation which is assigned the least cost is

cbc ten as the solution.

The bcundary between bunsetsus or eAunsetsus in the example in this paper is denoted by "t'

ex e43unsetsu-nmeritation:

AIM* <1:111-/Atit49*--div	 hilohaldgaldlunikositakotohxrimasen (thare is nothiqg )llcebeingwatdful)
btaisetsu-segmentanon

hitirsidgcookeekositomiricemasEn

In the above ecamples, le/*IJ < *War. is unintenuptille conceptual collocation and 1:-/M Utz/M/4 9*-d. Iv
rehositikaoh2/arimasert is a functional collocation

The cost for the segtrentation candidabe is the sum °film partial costs: b-cost, c-cost and d-coa shown below.

(1)a segment cost is assigned to each segment Sum ofsegtnent costs ofali segments is the basic cost (b-cost) ofa segmentation candidate.

By this, the functional collocation and uninterruptible conceptual collocation tend to haw priority over the ordinary wet =1 the e-

turisetsu does overlie liinsetsu. 'The standaid and initial va/ue ofatch segment cost is 2, and k is inamised by 1 for each °earl-erre of
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the prefix, suffix, etc. in the segment.

Oa concatardion cost @cost) is assigred to the specific e-txmsetsu boundary to revise the bcost. The caratenation, such as adnomi-

nal-noun adverb-verb, noun-noun, etc. is paid a bonus , natne/y a nestive cost, -1.

(3)a dependency cost (ckost), -Mich has a negative value, is assigned to the sttong dependency relationship between correptual wads in

the candidabe, representing the consistency of canine= of conceptual words. By this, the 9zgavntation cortainig the intenupwd

careptual collocation talds to have priority. The va/ue ofa d-coEt varies from-3 do-1, depending on the strength ofthe eon roe

The intemoble conceptual collocation is given the biggest boas ie.-3.

The reduction ofthe homophonic ambiguity, which causes the limitation 	 "candidates is carried out in the course ofthe segmenta-

tion and its evaluation byte cost.

3.1 Prototype System A
We first developed a praotype Kana-to-Kanji conversion system which we call Systetn A, revising Kare-to-Kanji conversion so wage

onthe market WXG Vet2.05 forPC.

System A has rwa collocation databut the following conventional lecical resources:

fimctional words (1,010)	 correptual wads (131,661)

pattides (168)	 nours (97,737)

auxiliary vabs (54)	 vabs(14,690)

formal nouns (23)	 adjectives (2,484)

=glary declinable words (47) 	 adjective verbs (9,166)

prefixes (20)	 adverbs (6,361)

suffixes (236)	 adnominals (326)

prearmeral (20)	 interjections (485)

post-numeral (442)	 connectives (289)

°dies (123)

3.2 System B, C and D
We reinforced System Ato chain System B, C and D by phasing in the fallowing oallocational resoumes.

System B is System A equipped newly with functional collocations (2,174) and unifier:mp g* conceptual collocatiors except for tor-

Kanjkompcund and ixovab type collocations (49,461).

System C is System B equipped newly with four-Kanji-canpamd type (2231) and proverb type collocations(2,598).

System D is System C equipped new/y with hetruptible conceptual collocations (78,251).

4. Experiments
4.1 Text Data for Evaluation
Prior to the experiments ofKana .taKaji =Amnion, we prepared aloe volume oftext data by hand which is farmally a set oftriples

whose first canponent a is a Kana string (a smtence) With no spao; second compcnent b is the correct segnentation rauk ofa, indicating

each boundary between tunsetsus with "/" or"" "P and "." means obligatory and optional boundary, respectively. The third component

c is the conect conversion resuk ofa, which is a Kana.Kanji mixed sttitg.

An example is shown below.
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ex. (a: iztAzitSeLvCi,N6 niRaibarwasafteiru (roses are in bloom in a pirden)

b: 1:41-7/IgGet. v-C.06 nitsani/bcruga/saikini

z7/C5-bilOttvC.LN6

'The introduction of the optimal boundary assures the flexible evaluation that is occasionally required by the difference of definition of

"bunsetsu". For exatnple, each aflIAL vC/L ‘6 mien/ (be in bloom) and 1114 N6saiteiru is accepted as a correct resuk The data file

is divided irrto two sub-files, fl and f2, depending on the number ofbunsetsus in the Karla string a Fl has 10,733 triples, wlx)se a has less

than five bunsetsus and f2 has 12,192 triples, whose a has not than far bunsetais.

4.2 Method of Evaluation

Each a in the text data is fed to dr conversion system, and then it is checked that the first (least cost) output ICana-Kane mixed string offte

system coincides with b and c The system outputs tvto fonns ofthe result b', Kana string segmented to bunsetsus by "1' , and c', Kana-

Kanj mixed string, con-waling to b and c oftbe correct data respectively.

Each ofthe following three cases is counted fxthe evaluation

SS (Sqgnoitation Success): bib

CS (Canplete Success): 1?=-. b axi c'=-- c

TS (Tolendive Success): 131= b and c

There are many kinds ofthe notational fluctuation in koanese. For exam* the conjugational suffix of some kind ofJapanese verb is not

always necessitated, therefomA ..El1re±.11 and A.E. are all acceptable results for input 5 tJ NT triage (sales). Besides, a single

word has sometimes mote than oneKanji notations, eg hama (beach) and ;I ham; (beach) are both acceptable. Kata-Kana char-

acter, fiequentiy used for the inpated ward in Japan, is limited as Kanji in the system An imported Mid has sometimes more than one

Kata-Kana. transcriptions, depealing on the fluctuation ofits pronunciation, eg 147 421" 1) (violin) and / 4t (violin) are bah

acceptable. cL c in the case ofTS means that e coirrides wida c except for the part which is heteronxxphic in the above sense. For this,

each ofcur conversion system has a dicticoary which contains approximately 35,000 fluctuated notations ofconceptual words.

4.3 Results ofExperiments
Resuks ofthe experiments are given in Table 1 aniTable 2 for ccepus fl and f2, respectively.

Comparing the statistics of system A with D, we can conclude that the introducticn of approximately 135,000 collocation data causes

8.1 % and 10.5 % raise of CS and TS rate, respectively, in case ofrelatively short input strings (fl) Ili raise of SS raw far fl is 2.7%. In

caw ofthe longer input string (f2) whose average number of bunsetsus is approcimatdy 124 the raise of CS, TS and SS rate is 24 %,

52 % and 5.7%, respectively. As a consequence the raise ofCS, 'TS and SS rate is 62 % , 9.1 % and 3.8 % onthe average, respectively.

4.4 Comparison with a Software on the Market
We compated System D with a Kana-to-Kanji conversion software far PC on the market, WXG Ver2.05 under the same =aim

accept forte arm= ofinstaled collocation data. Fcrfris, System D is slightly revised, namely, D is newly equipped with10,883 items,

prescnbing tlx dependency relationship between conceptual writ, which WXG is equipped with ,to be used in. setting the priority ofthe
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Table 1 :Resuk ofthe experiments for 10,733 slut input string$ ta,fl. ,

(average number ofbunsetsus per input is 33)

System A System B System C System D
ss 9,656(90.0%) 9,912(924%) 9,927(923%) 9,954(927%)
CS 5,085(474%) 5,638(52.5%) 5,677(52.934,) 5,953(559M
TS 6,226(58.CP/0) 6,971(64.9%) 7,024(65.4%) 7,355(685%)

Table 2: Resuk ofthe experiments for 12,192 long input strings data, f2.

(average runber ofbunsetsus per inixt is 12.7)

System A System.B SysbemC System D
SS 8;345(684%)  8,978(73.6%) 8,988(73:7%)  9,037(74.1%)
cs

-	
2,422099'M 2,660(21.8%) 2,673(21.9'%O  2,717(223%)

TS 3,965(323%) 4,555(374%) 4,568(373%) 4,601(37.7%)

segmentation and Kanji through he cost calculation. Both systems haw no leaning flu ion. WXG has antochate/y 69,000 colloca-

tions (3,000 titintenuoble and 66,000 interruptible collocations),wherois System D has approximately 135,000 collocations.

The statistical results are given in Table 3 and Table 4 forthe corpus fl and a respectively. Therevised System.D is rosined System D'.

The tables show that the raise ofCS, IS and SS rate, -Mich was obtained by System D' is 23 , 4.5 % and 3.9 % on the averaA respec-

tively.

No further comparison with. the commercial products has been dare We judge the performance ofWXG Ver2.05 to be average among

them.

Table 3:Comparison ofsystem D' with WXG in case offl. 	 Table 4:Comparison ofsystemD' with WXG in case off2.

System D' WXG
SS 9,94* 92.7% , :1 4 91.3%
CS 41: r 57.6/0 5,877 54.8%
TS 7 . 4 .	 1.2% 7 • I 67.9%

SystemD' WXG
SS : • i: 2% 8,81 .3%
Cs 73: 22.5% e• • r . /0

TS 464 38.1% 4,54 37.3%

4S Discussions

The effectivenes ofa large scale collocation data for the improvement ofthe conversion accuracy ofJapanese Kamto-Kanji conversion

system is confirmed In additicer to the raise ofthe accuracy, System D realized friendly user interface in the sense that the user, ifnecessary,

can select ICanjis contaird in a unintenuptible collocation, separately. This is because System D first regrds the unintenuptille colloca-

tion as a single wit to give the priority to the (combination of) Kanjis in it but can tratt it as a striqx ofbursetsus, ifthe user ecipects. For

=ample, input It is;	 harawotteru is first regsrded as a collocation faMatt6 het angry) by the System D. Hovvever,

&3117-C6 Oet Mt Ham go (to the batter's box)), or ffifilt:C6 is easily obtained, ifnecesary, because It s; t. &Iwo and t:t#

Meru are lyzatad separate/y as vvell. in the system

The encr of System D is mainly caused by the "unknown witl", miss' ing ward cr opresion in the machine dictionary. Specificaliy, it

was clarified by the experinysts that the cictionary does not have sufficient number ofKata-Kana mrds and people's names. In addition,

the amber of fluctuational variants installed in the dictionary motioned in 4.2 tined out to be insufficiat These problems should be

remedied in &tire.
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5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, the effectiwness ofthe large scale collocation data for the improvement ofthe conversion accuracy ofKana-to-Kanji conver-

sion process used in Japanese word procesior was clarified, by nom' large scale experiments.

The extensive collection affix collocations has been carried out manually for thzse ten years byte authors in °alert° realize not only high

precision Aced processor but also more general Japanese language proces3ing in future. A lot ofresources, school textbooks newspapers,

novels, journal%dictionaries, etc have been investipittcl by workers for die collection of collocations. The arndidates for the collocation.

haw been judged ow after another by ten.

Among collocations described in this paper, the idiomatic expressions are quite burdensome in the development afthe natural language

processing since they do rot follow the principle dcompositionality ofthe meaning. Generally speaking the mcre extenive collocational

data k dais with, the less the "rule system" of the rule based natural language processing system is burdened. Thies means that it is quite

important to encidithe collocational data lather.

Whams it is inevkable that the arbitrariness lies in the human judgment and selection ofcolloadions, we beliew that our collocation data is

far nue refined than the alanatically extracted coe firm a large corpus which has been recendy reporttd in some papers Fauna, S. d
al, 1986, Ouch, K W. et al, 1990, lkehara, S. et al, 1996, etc.].
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